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Distributed File System Structure"

•  Perform mount operation to attach remote file 
system into local namespace"
•  E.g., /project/proj1 actually a file on remote machine "
•  Maps to server.cs.williams.edu:/local/a/project/proj1"

/"

local" project" home"

proj1" proj2" usr1"

Performance"

•  How can we make distributed file access 
approximate the performance of local file 
access?"

Performance"

•  Network latency and limited bandwidth make it 
difficult to match local performance"
•  But network bandwidth is surpassing disk bandwidth…"

•  How to make distributed file access approximate the 
performance of local file access?"
•  Caching: take advantage of locality"

•  Both spatial and temporal!

•  What issues are introduced by caching?"

UNIX File Usage"

•  Most files are small (< 10k)"
•  Reads outnumber writes (~6:1)"
•  Sequential access is common"
•  Files remain open for short period of time"

•  75% < .5s, 90% < 10s"

•  Most files accessed by exactly one user"
•  Most shared files written by exactly one user"

•  Temporal locality: recently accessed files likely to be 
accessed again in near future"

•  Most bytes/files are short lived"

Building a Distributed File System"

•  Debate in late 1980’s, early 1990’s:"
•  Stateless vs. stateful file server"
•  Tradeoffs?"

•  Sun NFS: stateless server"
•  Only store contents of files + soft state (for performance)"
•  Crash recovery simple operation"
•  All RPC’s idempotent (no state)"

•  “At least once” RPC semantics sufficient"

•  Server unaware of users accessing files"

•  Clients have to check with server periodically for the 
uncommon case"
•  Where directory/file has been modified"

Sun NFS"

•  Sun Microsystem’s Network File System"
•  Widely adopted in industry and academia since 1985 (we 

use it here at Williams…)"

•  All NFS implementations support NFS protocol"
•  Currently on version 3? Version 4 exists, but is drastically 

different.  We’ll talk about version 3…"

•  Protocol is a set of RPCs that provide mechanisms for 
clients to perform operations on remote files"

•  OS-independent, but originally designed for UNIX"
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Pathname Traversal"

•  When a pathname is passed as an argument to a 
system call, the syscall layer “converts” it to a vnode"
•  Pathname traversal is a sequence of lookup calls to 

descend the file tree to the named file (similar to DNS)"

•  Issues:"
•  Crossing mount points"
•  Finding root vnode"

•  Locking"

•  Caching name->vnode translations"

Network File System (NFS)"

NFS Protocol"
•  NFS is a network protocol layered above TCP/IP"

•  Original implementations (and most today) use UDP 
datagram transport for low overhead"
•  Maximum IP datagram size was increased to match FS block size, 

to allow send/receive of entire file blocks"
•  Some implementations use TCP as a transport"

•  The NFS protocol is a set of message formats and types"
•  Client issues a request message for a service operation"
•  Server performs requested operation and returns a reply message 

with status and (perhaps) requested data"

Two Options for !
NFS Lookup/Read"

Stateless NFS (v3)"

•  NFS server maintains no in-memory hard 
state"
•  Only hard state is stable file system image on disk"
•  No record of clients or open files (in fact, no 

open operation!)"
•  No implicit arguments to requests (no server-

maintained file offsets)"
•  No write-back caching on server"
•  No record of recently processed requests"

•  Why?  Simple recovery!"

Recovery in NFS"

•  If server fails and restarts, no need to rebuild in-state 
memory state on server"
•  Client reestablishes contact"
•  Client retransmits pending requests"

•  Classical NFS uses UDP"
•  Server failure is transparent to client since there is no 

“connection”"

•  Sun RPC masks network errors by retransmitting requests 
after an adaptive timeout - dropped packets are 
indistinguishable from crashed server to client"


